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A firm’s productivity has mainly been based on human capital resources, with
organizational value and performance dependent on the knowledge and skills of
their managers and employees. Because human capital research captures the
transformation and complexity of productive organizations in today’s globalized
economy, it is crucial to grasp the scope and breadth of human capital-intensive
firms (HCIF) and their impact in relation to value creation. Global Perspectives on
Human Capital-Intensive Firms is an essential reference source that provides an
advanced analysis of modern firms at an analytical and empirical level, as well as
a transdisciplinary approach to how human capital will impact the economics and
management of a firm. Featuring research on topics such as firm performance,
knowledge creation, and organizational management, this book is ideally
designed for accountants, researchers, professionals, business managers,
human resource managers, graduate-level students, academicians, consultants,
and practitioners seeking coverage on the evolution of HCIF in different sectors,
their internal and external organizations, and their performance.
Advanced Planning Systems (APS) are a key enabler of the supply chain
management. However, APS are highly complex and difficult to comprehend.
This book provides students with valuable insights into the capabilities of state-ofthe-art APS and bridges the gap between theory (model building and solution
algorithms), software implementation, and adaptation to a specific business case.
Our business case – named Frutado – provides a unifying framework for
illustrating the different planning tasks that arise in a company – from demand
planning to the distribution of goods – that are addressed by APS. In addition, the
book guides through interactive learning units which have been created and
recorded for each module of SAP ?s APS. Learning units can be downloaded
free of charge ready to be displayed in a web browser. Together, the textbook
and the learning units provide the required skills to better understand the
concepts, models, and algorithms underlying today ?s APS.
This book focusses on the after sales business and presents the Service Parts
Planning (SPP) solution which was developed by SAP in a joint effort with
Caterpillar and Ford in order to address the specific planning problems of service
parts. The book explains the processes, structures, and functions of this solution
and is targeted at decision makers, project members and project managers who
are involved in an implementation of SAP Service Parts Planning or for users
who want to gain a better understanding of the state of art in spare parts planning
and the SAP Service Parts Planning software.
This book - compiled by software architects from SAP - is a must for consultants,
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developers, IT managers, and students working with SAP ERP, but also users
who want to know the world behind their SAP user interface.
Learn how to model and optimize your demand and supply planning processes
with APO-DP and APO-SNPUnderstand how to plan and manage different
products and supply chain planning scenariosMaster SAP APO functions,
usability, customization, and master data parametersUp to date for SAP SCM
7.02Eliminate the everyday challenges of ever-increasing customer expectations
and changing market dynamics with SAP APO! Understand the whys and hows
of the SAP APO component in SAP SCM, including all of the steps and
processes that are involved in demand and supply planning. This book gives you
the concrete tools you need to have a firm knowledge of your SAP APO options
and get started with confidence.Demand and Supply Planning PrinciplesBasic
sales and operations planning principles explain the different types of supply
chains and metrics, and how to construct supply chain and inventory
models.Basic Configuration and NavigationWith elementary and advanced
techniques, configure and navigate the different SAP APO functions in your
system and learn how to set up BW objects, planning books, and
more.Components and ModulesUnderstand how the APO-DP and SNP
functionalities work in SAP APO, as well as with other SAP functions and
systems such as SAP NetWeaver BW, SAP CRM, and SAP ERP.Tracking
Needs and SuccessLearn what SAP APO tools you need to meet your demand
and supply planning business requirements, and then use different tools to
monitor your efforts.ABC TechnologyFollow a fictional business and understand
how to translate its business requirements into technical processes.
“Logistic Core Operations with SAP” not only provides an overview of core
logistics processes and functionality—it also shows how SAP’s Business Suite
covers logistic core operations, what features are supported, and which systems
can be used to implement end-to-end processes in the following logistic core
disciplines: Procurement, Distribution, Transportation, Warehouse Logistics and
Inventory Management, and Compliance and Reporting. In this context the
authors not only explain their integration, the organizational set-up, and master
data, but also which solution fits best for a particular business need. This book
serves as a solid foundation for understanding SAP software. No matter whether
you are a student or a manager involved in an SAP implementation, the authors
go far beyond traditional function and feature descriptions, helping you ask the
right questions, providing answers, and making recommendations. The book
assists you in understanding SAP terminology, concepts and technological
components as well as their closed-loop integration. Written in a clear, straightforward style and using practical examples, it contains valuable tips, illustrative
screenshots and flowcharts, as well as best practices—showing how business
requirements are mapped into software functionality.
SAP SCM: Applications and Modeling for Supply Chain Management empowers
you to capitalize on the sophistication of SAP APO. This book provides clear
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advice on the inevitable, critical decisions that can lead to project success or
failure and shows you, wherever you are on the supply chain management
staff—buyer, planner, ground controller or analyst—to fully exploit the agility SAP
APO offers.
This volume provides a foundation in digital accounting by covering such fundamental topics
as accounting software, XBRL (eXtensible Business Reporting Language), and EDI. The
effects of the Internet and ERP on accounting are classified and presented for each accounting
cycle, along with a comprehensive discussion of online controls.
Since SAP is emphasizing recent developments in operations management in its SCM
initiative, this book describes the methodological background from the viewpoint of a company
using SAP systems. It describes order processing both in an intra- and interorganizational
perspective, as well as future developments and system enhancements.
Since SAP is emphasizing recent developments in operations management in its SCM
initiative, this book describes the methodological background from the viewpoint of a company
using SAP systems. It describes order processing both in an intra- and interorganizational
perspective, as well as describing future developments and system enhancements.
Supply Chain Management, Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP), and Advanced Planning
Systems (APS) are important concepts in order to organize and optimize the flow of materials,
information and financial funds. This book, already in its fifth edition, gives a broad and up-todate overview of the concepts underlying APS. Special emphasis is given to modeling supply
chains and implementing APS successfully in industry. Understanding is enhanced by several
case studies covering APS from various software vendors. The fifth edition contains updated
material, rewritten chapters and an additional case study.
* Master core functionalities and configuration techniques * Explore how global ATP works and
integrates with other key SAP software * Optimize your global ATP functionalities to suit
specific business processes Are you a supply chain professional or practitioner striving to find
ways to keep your customers satisfied? If your answer is yes, then this is the book for you!
Here, you'll find practical knowledge, configuration steps, and useful tips and tricks to maximize
the efficiency of your SAP system. Upon completion of this book, you will have a firm
understanding of how global available-to-promise can streamline your company's order
fulfillment processes. Technical Guidance Maintain your global ATP system during
implementation and after go-live. Comprehensive Understanding Discover how global ATP
bridges the gap between order fulfillment and planning, streamlines your business processes,
and enhances customer satisfaction. Customize Your SAP System Learn how to customize
ATP processes to fit your business needs with rules-based ATP, product allocation, capable-topromise, multilevel ATP checks, backorder processing, and more.Integration with SAP Tools
Find the enhancement possibilities available for global ATP, as well as how it integrates with
SAP CRM and service-oriented architecture. Real-World Examples See practical use cases
throughout the text that illustrate how global available-to-promise can work for your business.
The Advanced Planner and Optimiser (APO) is the software from SAP dedicated to supply
chain management. This book addresses the question of how to implement APO in a
company. It is written from a long years' experience in implementation projects and provides
project managers and team members with the necessary know-how for a successful
implementation project. The focus is on introducing modeling approaches and explaining the
structure and interdependencies of systems, modules and entities of APO. Another concern is
the integration with the R/3 system(s), both technically and from a process point of view. Since
APO projects differ significantly from other SAP projects, some key issues and common
mistakes concerning project management are covered.
This is your complete guide to understanding SAP CTM and configuring it to meet today s
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Throughout
the book Process
you ll find detailed coverage of the
functions and their usage. You ll learn about customization of inventory and production
planning with SAP CTM, including a clear explanation of the SAP CTM engine algorithm and
several modeling optimization techniques. And you ll learn how to analyze the CTM planning
results using a variety of tools and techniques. First, benefit from a detailed overview of
SCM/APO planning and all of its key components, including DP (Demand Planning), SNP
(Supply Network Planning), PP/DS (Production Planning and Detailed Scheduling), and GTP
modules.Then, you'll uncover the ins and outs of Demand Processing as you explore the basic
and advanced methods that can be used to influence demand prioritization and aggregation.
Next, the author shows you how CTM planning categorizes all receipts and available stocks
before each planning run and helps you easily understand the key configurations required to
implement supply categorization using supply limits based on quantity or ATP categories.With
exclusive insights into the planning engine algorithm used by the CTM engine, including an
introduction to constraints programming and the different problems it can solve, you will be
able to hit the ground running with this powerful tool. Last but not least, readers learn all the
essential details for finding and analyzing planning results in case of any unfulfilled or late
demands.

The book shows how to design the most important business processes in the sales
area of each company by using the SAP module SD. It contains valuable tips and
examples that show sales reps and managers and distribution center employees how to
get up and running quickly with SAP while saving time and money. The book provides a
concise introduction setting out the case for integrating business functionality on the
web. Furthermore the book helps to understand SAP APO in the context of SCM. It is
addressed specifically to those who need to implement APO in the context of the sales
processes. Last not least the author offers a walk-through of the process, from
inception through planning, designing and testing.
Implement critical business processes with mySAP Business Suite to integrate key
functions that add value to every facet of your organization Key Features Learn master
data concepts and UI technologies in SAP systems Explore key functions of different
sales processes, order fulfillment options, transportation planning, logistics execution
processes, and customer invoicing Configure the Order to Cash process in SAP
systems and apply it to your business needs Book Description Using different SAP
systems in an integrated way to gain maximum benefits while running your business is
made possible by this book, which covers how to effectively implement SAP Order to
Cash Process with SAP Customer Relationship Management (CRM), SAP Advanced
Planning and Optimization (APO), SAP Transportation Management System (TMS),
SAP Logistics Execution System (LES), and SAP Enterprise Central Component
(ECC). You'll understand the integration of different systems and how to optimize the
complete Order to Cash Process with mySAP Business Suite. With the help of this
book, you'll learn to implement mySAP Business Suite and understand the
shortcomings in your existing SAP ECC environment. As you advance through the
chapters, you'll get to grips with master data attributes in different SAP environments
and then shift focus to the Order to Cash cycle, including order management in SAP
CRM, order fulfillment in SAP APO, transportation planning in SAP TMS, logistics
execution in SAP LES, and billing in SAP ECC. By the end of this SAP book, you'll
have gained a thorough understanding of how different SAP systems work together
with the Order to Cash process. What you will learn Discover master data in different
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sales processes,
contracts, and order management, work in SAP CRM Become well-versed with the
steps involved in order fulfillment, such as basic and advanced ATP checks in SAP
APO Get up and running with transportation requirement and planning and freight
settlement with SAP TMS Explore warehouse management with SAP LES to ensure
high transparency and predictability of processes Understand how to process customer
invoicing with SAP ECC Who this book is for This book is for SAP consultants, SME
managers, solution architects, and key users of SAP with knowledge of end-to-end
business processes. Customers operating SAP CRM, SAP TMS, and SAP APO as part
of daily operations will also benefit from this book by understanding the key capabilities
and integration touchpoints. Working knowledge of SAP ECC, SAP CRM, SAP APO,
SAP TMS, and SAP LES is necessary to get started with this book.
The goal of this text is to describe the technical design aspects of the IT infrastructure;
it does not give the details of installing and customizing SAP software, nor business
process reengineering. Using primarily HP products for the solution examples, the
chapters guide the reader through the foundation of the systems from an IT
perspective, reviews its business application and architecture and introduces the server
systems, then describes data storage, high availability and recovery solutions, client
PCs with front-end user interfaces, output management and printing solutions, network
infrastructure and requirements, cabling designs, LANs and WANs, and connecting
mySAP.com to the Internet. Both authors are members of the HP-SAP International
Competence Center. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Demand planning (DP) is an important process for supply chain management (SCM)
across businesses and has a significant impact on the overall efficiency of business
operations. In this book, you will learn how to apply key demand planning concepts to
SAP APO DP and familiarize yourself with important considerations like statistical
forecasting. Using a detailed case study and screenshots, you will build a strong
foundation on demand planning concepts and design in SAP APO along with an
understanding of advanced design in APO DP. This expert guide to demand planning in
SAP APO covers: SCM Context, Business Processes and Functionality for Different
SAP APO Modules including Technical Architecture and Integration Example Business
Scenario and Overall APO DP/ APO BW Process Flow Diagram Demand Planning
Concepts and Business Rationale for APO DP Design Design and Deployment of
Demand Planning in ERP, APO BW, and APO DP using Configuration, Master Data,
and Transactions
Demand planning (DP) is an important process for supply chain management (SCM)
across businesses and has a significant impact on the overall efficiency of business
operations. In this book, you will learn how to apply key demand planning concepts to
SAP APO DP and familiarize yourself with important considerations like statistical
forecasting. Using a detailed case study and screenshots, you will build a strong
foundation on demand planning concepts and design in SAP APO along with an
understanding of advanced design in APO DP. This expert guide to demand planning in
SAP APO covers: - SCM Context, Business Processes and Functionality for Different
SAP APO Modules including Technical Architecture and Integration - Example
Business Scenario and Overall APO DP/ APO BW Process Flow Diagram - Demand
Planning Concepts and Business Rationale for APO DP Design - Design and
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Demand planning (DP) is an important process for supply chain management (SCM)
across businesses and has a significant impact on the overall efficiency of business
operations. With this book you will learn how to use the SAP ERP system for production
planning and supply chain execution activities and how to use the Advanced Planner
and Optimizer Supply Network Planning (APO SNP) system for supply planning in the
network. Using a detailed case study and screenshots, you will walk through the entire
demand planning execution process from APO DP, to APO BW, and the SAP ERP
system using configurations, master data and transactions in SAP. The authors also
provide methodologies and a roadmap for a template-based SAP global rollout and
SAP implementation that is applicable for SAP APO DP. This expert guide to demand
planning execution in SAP APO covers: - The data loading process to target systems
using APO BW - Statistical forecasting, aggregation, and disaggregation of the demand
plan - Product life cycle planning, promotion planning, cannibalization, and consensus
planning - Mass processing methods for releasing and transferring supply and
production planning
SAP SCM is a leading supply chain management solution and if you're considering
using it, this is the book for you. Whether you're a decision maker considering SAP
SCM, a consultant seeking functional details or you're just starting to work with SAP
SCM, this guide will give you the insight and knowledge needed to understand the
features and benefits of SAP SCM. You'll find details on the evolution of the software,
guided tours through each application, advice on which functionality to implement, and
expert guidance on how to get the best return on your investment. Discover the SAP
SCM Strategy Investigate the history of SAP SCM and see how it has evolved. Explore
the SAP SCM Applications Uncover each of the different applications and see how they
work together effectively. Find Implementation Guidelines Get all the key information
you need to prepare for an effective implementation. See SAP SCM At Work Learn how
to use SAP SCM in your own processes through practical examples and real-world
case studies. Explore SAP SCM's Enhancements as of Release 7.0Navigate the
significant changes to SAP SCM, including its new applications and migration from a
predominantly planning focused tool.
Optimization is a serious issue, touching many aspects of our life and activity. But it has
not yet been completely absorbed in our culture. In this book the authors point out how
relatively young even the word “model” is. On top of that, the concept is rather elusive.
How to deal with a technology that ?nds
applicationsinthingsasdi?erentaslogistics,robotics,circuitlayout,?nancial deals and tra?c
control? Although, during the last decades, we made signi?cant progress, the broad
public remained largely unaware of that. The days of John von Neumann, with his vast
halls full of people frantically working mechanical calculators are long gone. Things that
looked completely impossible in my youth, like solving mixed integer problems are
routine by now. All that was not just achieved by ever faster and cheaper computers,
but also by serious progress in mathematics. But even in a world that more and more
understands that it cannot a?ord to waste resources, optimization remains to a large
extent unknown. R It is quite logical and also fortunate that SAP , the leading supplier of
enterprise management systems has embedded an optimizer in his software. The
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Remember that optimization is still a work in progress. We do not have the tool that
does everything for everybody.
Russell and Taylor's Operations and Supply Chain Management, 10th Edition is
designed to teach students understand how to create value and competitive advantage
along the supply chain in a rapidly changing global environment. Beyond providing a
solid foundation, this course covers increasingly important OM topics of sustainability,
corporate social responsibility, global trade policies, securing the supply chain, and risk
and resilience. Most importantly, Operations Management, Tenth Edition makes the
quantitative topics easy for students to understand and the mathematical applications
less intimidating. Appropriate for all business students, this course takes a balanced
approach to the foundational understanding of both qualitative and quantitative
operations management processes.
Vendor-managed inventory enables replenishment using real-time demand signals from
consumers. Get a bird’s-eye view of Customer Collaboration and dive into industryspecific configuration techniques. Set up customer messages and forecasting and use
consigned and non-consigned inventory in replenishment planning. Dig into background
processing with the Planning Service Manager and configure validation checks in your
system. - Explore demand-driven supply with SAP Supply Network Collaboration Configure vendor-managed inventory in Customer Collaboration - Get step-by-step
instructions and tips for the CPG and high-tech industries - Get guidance on industryspecific configuration
The world today faces global competition. The supply chain is a vital part of the
globalization process. Presenting a global view of the scope and complexity of supply
chain management, this book reflects the rapid change that has taken place within the
supply chain and its environment. This third edition has been fully updated with recent
changes in concepts, technology, and practice. Integration and collaboration are
keywords in future competition. Firms must be agile and lean at the same time. The
book gives an insightful overview of the conceptual foundations of the global supply
chain, as well as current examples of the best practice of managing supply chains in a
global context.
Planning horizons and timing settings are critical to controlling the behavior of planning
applications. But few people understand the impact that timing settings in one APO
application have on other APO applications, and what implications they have for
controlling system output. APO is the most fully-featured supply chain planning suite on
the market, and its sheer number of timing settings makes it one of the most complex
as well! Keeping these settings straight and associating the timings across the modulesas well as coordinating the timings with the connected systems-is a challenge in APO. If
you would like to better understand the timing settings in APO and other advanced
planning systems, or if your company is planning to implement APO, this book is for
you. Here you will learn about the timing settings, planning horizons and calendars in
four of the most commonly-implemented APO applications (DP, SNP, PP/DS and
GATP), and how timing settings in one APO module interact with and impact upon the
timing settings in the other APO modules. By reading this book you will: Gain a
comprehensive overview of timings in the four most popular APO applications: DP,
SNP, PP/DS and GATP. Get an overview of what is created in each application and
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how the planning horizons,
calendars and timing settings of DP, SNP, PP/DS and GATP relate to each other, how
they influence the planning output, and how they connect with SAP/ERP. Be able to
differentiate between the various timing settings in APO and explain how they relate to
one another. Benefit by getting a head start on understanding timing settings before the
demo or proof-of-concept stage of a project. Avoid costly implementation errors by
learning how to navigate APO's complex timing settings. Understand timing setting
directions (backward and forward). Learn how to support a global business with a single
APO application.
Over time, overemphasis and adherence to the same proven routines that helped your
organization achieve success can also lead to its decline resulting from organizational
inertia, complacency, and inflexibility. Drawing lessons from one of the best models of
success, the evolutionary model, Inverting the Paradox of Excellence explains why your
organization must proactively seek out changes or variations on a continuous basis for
ensuring excellence by testing out a continuum of opportunities and advantages. In
other words, to maintain excellence, the company must be in a constant state of flux!
The book introduces the patterns and anti-patterns of excellence and includes detailed
case studies based on different dimensions of variations, including shared values
variations, structure variations, and staff variations. It presents these case studies
through the prism of the "variations" idea to help you visualize the difference of the
"case history" approach presented here. The case studies illustrate the different
dimensions of business variations available to help your organization in its quest
towards achieving and sustaining excellence. The book extends a set of variations
inspired by the pioneering McKinsey 7S model, namely shared values, strategy,
structure, stuff, style, staff, skills, systems, and sequence. It includes case history
segments for Toyota, Acer, eBay, ABB, Cisco, Blackberry, Tata, Samsung, Volvo,
Charles Schwab, McDonald's, Scania, Starbucks, Google, Disney, and NUMMI. It also
includes detailed case histories of GE, IBM, and UPS.
Show your students how to master and maximize enterprise resource planning (ERP)
software -- which continues to become more critical in business today - with the latest
edition of Monk/Wagner's successful CONCEPTS IN ENTERPRISE RESOURCE
PLANNING. Equip students to use ERP tools to increase growth and productivity as
they learn how to effectively combine an organization's numerous functions into one
comprehensive, integrated system. CONCEPTS IN ENTERPRISE RESOURCE
PLANNING, 4E reflects the latest trends and updates in ERP software while
demonstrating how to make the most of this important technology. The authors
introduce the basic functional areas of business and how they are related. The book
demonstrates how information systems that are not effectively integrated fail to support
business functions and business processes that extend across functional area
boundaries. By contrast, students clearly see how integrated information systems help
organizations improve business process and provide managers with accurate,
consistent, and current data for making informed strategic decisions. All-new sidebar
cases and real examples throughout this edition not only thoroughly introduce the
practical aspects of enterprise resource planning, but also prepare readers for ongoing
ERP success in business today and tomorrow. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
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Demand planning (DP) is an important process for supply chain management (SCM) across
businesses and has a significant impact on the overall efficiency of business operations. With
this book, you will learn how to use the SAP APO system for demand planning execution
activities. Using a detailed case study and screenshots, you will walk through the entire
demand planning execution process from APO DP to SNP and ERP. The authors also provide
methodologies and a roadmap for a template-based SAP global rollout and SAP
implementation applicable for APO DP. - SCM Context, Example Business Scenario and
Overall APO DP/ APO BW Process Flow Diagram - Demand Planning Concepts and Business
Rationale for APO DP Execution - Data Loading in APO BW and Demand Planning Execution
in APO DP using Configuration, Master Data, and Transactions - Implementation and
Template-based Rollout Methodology
Enhancing Enterprise Intelligence: Leveraging ERP, CRM, SCM, PLM, BPM, and BI takes a
fresh look at the benefits of enterprise systems (ES), focusing on the fact that ES collectively
contribute to enhancing the intelligence quotient of an enterprise. The book provides an
overview of the characteristic domains (i.e., business functions, processes, and activities)
addressed by the various categories of ES, namely, ERP, CRM, SCM, PLM, BPM, and BI. The
book begins with an overview of agile enterprises and dimensions of intelligent enterprises.
The middle chapters detail CRM’s decisive concept of customer centricity, SCM's
differentiating concept of customer responsiveness, and PLM's stupendous transformative
potential for renewing the enterprise along with the establishment of a collaborative enterprise
with BPM and enterprise BPM methodology. The latter chapters deal with the realization of an
informed enterprise with BI coupled with the novel concept of decision patterns. The author
highlights the fact that any end-user application’s effectiveness and performance can be
enhanced by transforming it from a bare transaction to one clothed by a surrounding context
formed from an aggregate of all relevant past decision patterns. The final chapter examines
various aspects relating to a successful ES implementation project, and the appendix provides
an overview of the SAP Business Suite to give you a practical context to the discussions
presented in the book.
Inter-organizational Cooperation with SAP Solutions - now in its second edition -describes the
potential for cooperation in supply chain networks as well as the use of mySAP solutions in an
inter-organizational context. The main focus is on applications from the fields of XML/EDI, data
warehousing, supply chain management and electronic markets. On the basis of five case
studies from the automotive industry, the use of mySAP solutions is demonstrated in practice.
This second edition has been totally revised to take account of current challenges concerning
building up cooperation from both the management and the software perspective. In order to
achieve this, the author team was expanded.
How can you reduce expensive warehouse stock without risking your customer satisfaction,
ability to deliver, and market position? This book teaches you how by providing clear,
straightforward details about the SAP system options for implementing efficient inventory
management. You'll learn about all of the different functions of SAP ERP and SAP SCM (SAP
APO) that are needed to master inventory optimization. In addition, you'll learn about the
critical factors that affect your inventory, from inventory analysis, demand planning, and MRP,
to service level, lot size, production, and inventory monitoring. This completely updated and
expanded second edition includes new sections on MRP and inventory controlling, and is
based on SAP ERP 6.0 and SAP SCM 5.1.
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